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Term 1 2018 

Reception  
Language beginnings: Our new reception students will be welcomed to the German classroom with an 
English/German ‘welcome’ certificate and then the making of a Schultüte - a decorated cone with gifts given 
to children on their first day of school in Germany. Language will be introduced to students through the use 
of puppets, songs, web-based platforms, games and group activities. Focus will be on learning to introduce 
themselves (ich heiße …), ask someone else’s name (Wie heißt du?), colours and numbers. 

Ostern/Easter: Students will explore how German children celebrate Easter and learn vocabulary pertinent to 
the holiday. 

Content Descriptions [F-2 Band Descriptions]: 
Communicating [socialising]: ACLGEC103 , ACLGEC104, ACLGEC105 
Communicating [informing]: ACLGEC106, ACLGEC107 
Communicating [creating]: ACLGEC108, ACLGEC109 
Communicating [translating]: ACLGEC110 
Communicating [reflecting]: ACLGEC112, ACLGEC113 
Understanding [systems of language]: ACLGEC114 
Understanding [language variation and change]: ACLGEC117 

Year 1/2 
All about me: Students will build on language used to introduce themselves to include giving more 
information such as birthdays, year level, family members and things they like. They will demonstrate this 
learning through creating a fictional character profile which gives information. 

Ostern/Easter: Students will explore how German children celebrate Easter and learn vocabulary pertinent to 
the holiday. 

Continual focus on number knowledge (up to 20 for Year 2s) and other everyday language. 

Content Descriptions [F-2 Band Descriptions]: 
Communicating [socialising]: ACLGEC103 , ACLGEC104, ACLGEC105 
Communicating [informing]: ACLGEC106, ACLGEC107 
Communicating [creating]: ACLGEC108, ACLGEC109 
Communicating [translating]: ACLGEC110, ACLGEC111 
Communicating [reflecting]: ACLGEC112, ACLGEC113 
Understanding [systems of language]: ACLGEC114, ALGEC115 
Understanding [language variation and change]: ACLGEC117, ACLGEC118 

Year 3/4 
Reconnecting: Why learn a language? Students will have the opportunity to discuss, reflect and listen to 
opinions on why learning a language is important and relevant to them. 

Describing others: Students will engage in activities that move from describing self to describing others (1st 
person - 3rd person). They will develop understanding of word order, conjugation of simple verbs and ability 
to distinguish between male and female pronouns.   
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Ostern/Easter: Students will explore how German children celebrate Easter and learn vocabulary pertinent to 
the holiday. 

Continual focus on number knowledge (up to 100) and other everyday language. 

Content Descriptions [3-4 Band Descriptions]: 
Communicating [socialising]: ACLGEC120, ACLGEC121, ACLGEC122 
Communicating [informing]:  ACLGEC123, ACLGEC124 
Communicating [creating]: ACLGEC126, ACLGEC127 
Communicating [translating]: ACLGEC127, ACLGEC128 
Communicating [reflecting]: ACLGEC129, ACLGEC130 
Understanding [systems of language]: ACLGEU131, ACLGEU132 
Understanding [language variation and change]: ACLGEU134 ACLGEU135 

Year 5/6/7 
Reconnecting: Why learn a language? Students will have the opportunity to discuss, reflect and listen to 
opinions on why learning a language is important and relevant to them. 

Hahndorf migration: Students will inquire into the history of German migration to Hahndorf. They will 
explore how the migrants arrived in the Adelaide Hills and how they sustained the community through 
growing and transporting produce to Adelaide. 

Telling the time: Students will learn vocabulary needed to tell then time in German (quarter, half,past, to, 
o’clock). They will use this learning to produce a timetable outlining a their day/week and when activities 
happen. 

Continual focus on number knowledge (over 100) and other everyday language. 

Content Descriptions [5-6 Band Descriptions]: 
Communicating [socialising]: ACLGEC137, ACLGEC138, ACLGEC139 
Communicating [informing]:  ACLGEC140 
Communicating [creating]: ACLGEC142 
Communicating [translating]: ACLGEC144 
Communicating [reflecting]: ACLGEC146, ACLGEC147 
Understanding [systems of language]: ACLGEU148, ACLGEU149 

* Students will also be involved in activities with the visiting German students in Week 10 and 11. 


